Montana State University
School of Architecture

Award Winning Student and Faculty Work
CULTURE SHACK
ART EXHIBIT, MUSIC VENUE, MEETING SPACE
SAVAMALA DISTRICT, BELGRADE, SERBIA
URBAN BUNDLE

The creation and presentation of culture depends upon fluid and versatile space, capable of assuming multiple functions and identities. Culture is not a singular device but a pluralistic expression of multiple social activities aiming at establishing and ensuring the future progression of a community. Culture Shack not only a temporary structure, it is a symbol and emblem of a new found generative process aimed to inspire people to activate and take ownership of their world.
Montana State University
School of Architecture
Design Communication Association
Juried Drawing Exhibition
Montana State University

Yellowstone Chimney • 2010 Design Communication Best of Category Faculty Design

Professor Henry Sorenson
Montana State University
School of Architecture
Undergraduate Studio Options (fourth year)
Internships in Alaska, Colorado, New York, Brazil, Germany and China
Montana State University
School of Architecture
Visiting Scholars Studio
LEONARDO MUSEUM  SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

A study of the relationship between established institutions and the daily human activity that takes place around them. The institutions are perceived as solitary entities, exhibiting stability and permanence. In contrast, the activity is perceived as a dynamic network exhibiting constant fluctuation. The intersections of two surfaces may be utilized as a transition of moment of transformation from the macro scale to the micro. At such points, the exterior may penetrate and flow inside, establishing a new program and spatial sequence. As well as setting up the interaction between the public and the institutions of science and technology.
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Montana State University Vegetable Washing Station – MSU Community Gardens—Visiting Scholars Studio with Coleman Coker and Christopher Livingston
MSU-Oxford Brooks University Design-Build
Montana State University


Chris Livingston

Chris Livingston
Morocco: Sustainable Community Development
Montana State University

Kenya Housing Studio: Architects Otoko, Moiringo and MSU Assistant Professor David Fortin and Graduate student Erin Chamberlain
Montana State University

Kenya Housing Studio

MSU Assistant Professor David Fortin and students
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Montana State University

Hyalite Pavillion, Gallatin Forest • AIA 2010 Honor Award for Design

Assistant Professor Bruce Wrightsman